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20 members from 11 countries 
Brazil (1), Canada (1), China (1), Croatia (2), 

Germany (4), India (2), 
Italy (5), Japan (1), Serbia (1), Spain (1), USA (1)

13 female, 
7 male



Since the 2019 Fachbeirat
Two have moved to permanent positions in academia

Assistant Professor, 
 Kavli IPMU, Univ. of Tokyo

Elisa Ferreira (Postdoc) Sherry Suyu (Group Leader)

W3 Professor, TUM 
(First!) Max Planck Fellow@MPA3



Important Note

• In this presentation, I do not include achievements of Fabian Schmidt’s W2 
group. His primary research area is the large-scale structure of the Universe.


• See his statement in the Fachbeirat report, and ask him during 10-min 
interview this afternoon. He is very keen to share his research with you!

PhD students Postdocs

Funded by 

ERC Grant

Funded by 

ORIGINS Grant4



Main Research Themes

•How did the Universe begin?                         

•What is the physics of inflation?

•What is the origin of the cosmic 
acceleration?   

•What is the nature of dark energy?

•What is the nature of dark 
matter?

•What is the mass of neutrinos?

We use both theory 
and observational 

data to make progress
5



Main Research Themes

•How did the Universe begin?                         

•What is the physics of inflation?

•What is the origin of the cosmic 
acceleration?   

•What is the nature of dark energy?

•What is the nature of dark 
matter?

•What is the mass of neutrinos?

We use both theory 
and observational 

data to make progress

In practice, we 
do whatever we 
find interesting 

at the time.
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Basic Routine
Interaction with observational efforts is very important to us.

Brilliant 
New Ideas Data

Measure/Test

Feedback
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Main Tools
CMB and LSS

•Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)

•Early universe probe: cosmic inflation

•New parity-violating physics (in dark matter 
and dark energy): cosmic birefringence

•Large-scale structure (LSS): distribution 
of matter, galaxies, galaxy clusters, and 
strong lensing

•Probing the late-time universe: dark energy 
and mass of neutrinos

CCAT-prime LiteBIRD

PFSHETDEX
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The 2019 Fachbeirat Report

• We continue to provide the theoretical underpinnings for experiments, 
and are involved in the projects at the most fundamental level.
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Taking leadership roles in experiments

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031

HETDEX 
[2017–2024]

PFS 
[2024–2030] LSS: 

Late Universe 
Probe

CCAT-prime 
[2024–]CMB: 

Early Universe 
Probe

LiteBIRD 
[2029–]
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Major contributions to the science papers
Important milestones for our CMB projects

To appear in ApJS

(arXiv:2107.10364)

To appear in PTEP

(arXiv:2202.027734)11



World’s largest IFU on world’s (almost) largest telescope
78 x 448 = 34944 fibers across 22’ diameter field-of-view on 10-m telescope

Location

McDonald Observatory


(West Texas)

Wavelength Coverage

350–550 nm (Δλ=5.6Å)

Spectrograph Type

Integral Field Unit (IFU) # of fibers


34,944
Field of View


0.1 deg2 (22’ diam.)

Fiber Diameter

1.5 arcsec

Survey Type

Blind

Survey Volume

10.9 Gpc3~20 Mpc in one go!

Primary Mirror Size  

10 m

Redshift ([OII]) 

z<0.47

Redshift (Lyα) 

z=1.9–3.5

Only a fraction of the data!

HETDEX has arrived! arXiv:2110.04298, 2110.03843



VIRUS on M51 and M101
M51

M101

Fill factor ~ 1/4.613





Chris Byrohl 
@PhD Defense

Mapping the cosmic web in Lyman-alpha 
(This is still a simulation, run@MPA)



Highlights of scientific results, 
selected from ~40 papers written 

since the last Fachbeirat
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The 2016 Fachbeirat Report
“Innovative, bold ideas that may have wide and long-term repercussions”

• Achievements along this line since 2020: 

• A hint of new parity-violating physics in CMB polarisation


• Truly ab initio simulation of inflation

17



Violation of Parity Symmetry
New Probe of Dark Matter, Dark Energy, and Inflation

18

- Minami & EK, PRL, 125, 221301 (2020) 
- Diego-Palazuelos, Eskilt, Minami, et al., PRL, 128, 091302 (2022) 
- EK, Nature Reviews Physics, 4 (2022) 
- Eskilt & EK, PRD, 106, 063503 (2022) 
- Diego-Palazuelos, et al., arXiv:2210.07644

Patricia Diego-Palazuelos

(Univ. Cantabria, Santander)

Johannes Røsok Eskilt

(Univ. Oslo)

Yuto Minami

(Osaka U.)

Idea Data
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Credit: ESA

Foreground-cleaned Emitted 13.8 billions years ago

ESA’s Planck
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Credit: ESA

Foreground-cleaned Emitted 13.8 billions years ago

ESA’s Planck



Standard Cosmological Model (ΛCDM) Requires New Physics
Physics beyond Standard Model of elementary particles and fields

• Dark Sector: What is dark matter (CDM)? What is dark energy (Λ)?


• Early Universe: What powered the Big Bang? What is the fundamental physics 
behind cosmic inflation? 


• Polarisation of the CMB may hold the key to the answers.

22



Standard Cosmological Model (ΛCDM) Requires New Physics
Physics beyond Standard Model of elementary particles and fields

• Dark Sector: What is dark matter (CDM)? What is dark energy (Λ)?


• Cosmic birefringence in CMB polarisation


• Early Universe: What powered the Big Bang? What is the fundamental physics 
behind cosmic inflation? 


• Imprint of primordial gravitational waves in CMB polarisation


• Polarisation of the CMB may hold the key to the answers.
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Available also at 
arXiv:2202.13919

Key Words:  
1.   Cosmic Microwave 
Background (CMB) 
2.   Polarization 
3.   Parity SymmetryNew in 

cosmology!



Credit: WMAP Science Team
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The surface of “last scattering” by electrons
(Scattering generates polarisation!) 

What powered  
the Big Bang?

What is dark matter/energy?
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What is dark matter/energy?

How does the electromagnetic wave of the CMB propagate?
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What is dark matter/energy?

How does the electromagnetic wave of the CMB propagate?



Cosmic Birefringence
The Universe filled with a “birefringent material”

• If the Universe is filled with a pseudoscalar field (e.g., an axion field) coupled 
to the electromagnetic tensor via a Chern-Simons coupling:

Carroll, Field & Jackiw (1990); Carroll & Field (1991); Harari & Sikivie (1992)

Ni (1977); Turner & Widrow (1988)

Chern-Simons term
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This “axion” field can be  
dark matter  

or dark energy!



Cosmic Birefringence
The Universe filled with a “birefringent material”

• If the Universe is filled with a pseudoscalar field (e.g., an axion field) coupled 
to the electromagnetic tensor via a Chern-Simons coupling:
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“Cosmic Birefringence”
This term makes the phase velocities of right- and left-handed polarisation states 

of photons different, leading to rotation of the linear polarisation direction.

Ni (1977); Turner & Widrow (1988)

This “axion” field can be  
dark matter  

or dark energy!

Carroll, Field & Jackiw (1990); Carroll & Field (1991); Harari & Sikivie (1992)



Cosmic Birefringence
Rotation of the plane of CMB polarisation

• If the Universe is filled with a pseudoscalar field (e.g., an axion field) coupled 
to the electromagnetic tensor via a Chern-Simons coupling:

Chern-Simons term
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Ni (1977); Turner & Widrow (1988)

This “axion” field can be  
dark matter  

or dark energy!

Carroll, Field & Jackiw (1990); Carroll & Field (1991); Harari & Sikivie (1992)



Motivation
Why study the cosmic birefringence?

• The Universe’s energy budget is dominated by two dark components:


• Dark Matter


• Dark Energy


• Either or both of these can be an axion-like field!


• Thus, detection of parity-violating physics in polarisation of the cosmic 
microwave background can transform our understanding of Dark Matter/
Energy.

31



Parity eigenstates: E and B modes
Concept defined in Fourier space

• E-mode：Polarisation directions are parallel or perpendicular to the wavenumber direction


• B-mode：Polarisation directions are 45 degrees tilted w.r.t the wavenumber direction

32

Seljak & Zaldarriaga (1997); Kamionkowski, Kosowsky & Stebbins (1997)
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Parity eigenstates: E and B modes
Concept defined in Fourier space

• E-mode：Polarisation directions are parallel or perpendicular to the wavenumber direction


• B-mode：Polarisation directions are 45 degrees tilted w.r.t the wavenumber direction
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Seljak & Zaldarriaga (1997); Kamionkowski, Kosowsky & Stebbins (1997)
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Parity Flip
E-mode remains the same, whereas B-mode changes the sign

34

• Two-point correlation functions invariant 
under the parity flip are

• The other combinations <TB> and <EB> are not 
invariant under the parity flip.


• We can use these combinations to probe 
parity-violating physics (e.g., axions)

Seljak & Zaldarriaga (1997); Kamionkowski, Kosowsky & Stebbins (1997)



CMB Power Spectra
Progress over the last 3 decades

35

• This is the typical figure that you 
find in talks and lectures on CMB.


• The temperature power spectrum 
and the E- and B-mode 
polarisation power spectra have 
been measured well.


• Our focus is the EB 
spectrum, which is not 
shown here.

Temperature anisotropy 
(sound waves)

E-mode 
(sound waves)

B-mode (lensing)

B-mode 
(Gravitational Wave)



This is the EB power spectrum (WMAP+Planck)
Nearly full-sky data (92% of the sky)

• χ2 = 125.5 for DOF=72


• Unambiguous signal of 
something!
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This is the EB power spectrum (WMAP+Planck)
Galactic plane removed (62% of the sky)

• χ2 = 138.4 for DOF=72


• The signal exists 
regardless of the Galactic 
mask. This rules out the 
Galactic foreground.
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Eskilt & EK (2022)



Cosmic Birefringence fits well(?)
Nearly full-sky data (92% of the sky)

• β = 0.288 ± 0.032 deg


• χ2 = 66.1


• Good fit! 9σ detection?
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Eskilt & EK (2022)



Cosmic Birefringence fits well(?)
Galactic plane removed (62% of the sky)
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• β = 0.330 ± 0.035 deg


• χ2 = 64.5


• Signal is robust with respect 
to the Galactic mask.

39

Eskilt & EK (2022)
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fsky =  0.93 
= nearly full sky

fsky =  0.90 fsky =  0.85

fsky =  0.75 fsky =  0.63



ΕΒ signal is isotropic in the sky. 

It exists for all sky fractions! 

The foreground cannot explain this.



The Biggest Problem: 
Miscalibration of detectors

42



Impact of miscalibration of polarisation angles

• Is the plane of linear polarisation rotated by the genuine cosmic birefringence effect, or 
simply because the polarisation-sensitive directions of detectors are rotated with respect 
to the sky coordinates (and we did not know it)? 


• If the detectors are rotated by α, it seems that we can measure only the sum α+β.
43

OR
Polarisation-sensitive 


detectors on the focal plane

rotated by an angle “α”

(but we do not know it)

α

Wu et al. (2009); Komatsu et al. (2011); Keating, Shimon & Yadav (2012)

Cosmic or Instrumental?



The Key Idea: The polarised Galactic 
foreground emission as a calibrator

44

Idea Data



Credit: ESA

Directions of the magnetic field inferred from polarisation of the thermal dust emission in the Milky Way

Emitted “right there” - it would 
not be affected by the cosmic 

birefringence.

Polarised dust emission  
within our Milky Way!

ESA’s Planck



Miscalibration angles (WMAP and Planck)
Nearly full-sky data (92% of the sky)

• The angles are all over the 
place, and are well within 
the quoted calibration 
uncertainty of instruments.


• 1.5 deg for WMAP


• 1 deg for Planck


• They cancel! 


• The power of adding 
independent datasets.
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Eskilt & EK (2022)



Cosmic Birefringence fits well (WMAP+Planck)
Nearly full-sky data (92% of the sky)

• Miscalibration angles make 
only small contributions 
thanks to the cancellation. 


• β = 0.34 ± 0.09 deg 

• χ2 = 65.3 for DOF=72
47
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Eskilt & EK (2022)



Cosmic Birefringence fits well (WMAP+Planck)
Robust against the Galactic mask (62% of the sky)

• Miscalibration angles make 
only small contributions 
thanks to the cancellation. 


• β = 0.37 ± 0.14 deg 

• χ2 = 65.8 for DOF=72
48
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Eskilt & EK (2022)



No frequency dependence is found
Consistent with the expectation from cosmic birefringence

• No evidence for frequency 
dependence:


• For β~(ν/150GHz)n,             
n = –0.20+0.41–0.39 (68% CL)


• Faraday rotation (n=–2) is 
disfavoured. 

49

Eskilt (2022); Eskilt & EK (2022)

Johannes R. Eskilt

(Univ. Oslo)



Have we found new physics?
β = 0.34 ± 0.09 deg (68%CL; nearly full sky)

• I am old enough to know that 3.6σ can disappear.


• But, if confirmed in the future, it would be a breakthrough in cosmology and 
fundamental physics.


• It is possible that we will know the origin of this signal (cosmological or 
otherwise) before the next Fachbeirat…

β = 0.34 ± 0.09 deg

Idea Data



Credit: WMAP Science Team
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The surface of “last scattering” by electrons
(Scattering generates polarisation!) 

What powered  
the Big Bang?



Parity violation in the initial fluctuations
Primordial parity violation during inflation!

• The parity-violating interaction could also exist during inflation. 


• This will be imprinted in the initial density fluctuations and gravitational 
waves! 

52

EK, Nature Rev. Phys. (2022)

• initial density fluctuations

• gravitational waves



Truly ab initio simulation!
World’s first lattice simulation of inflation

• (Left) Parity-violating and non-Gaussian 
density fluctuation during inflation.


• (Right) Outcome of N-body simulation at z=0, 
using the left panel as the initial condition. 53

Angelo Caravano 

Drew Jamieson

Caravano, EK, et al. (2021; 2022a; 2022b)



Not just CMB!
We can measure GW across 21 orders of magnitude in the frequency

Frequency of GW

Campeti, EK, Poletti, Baccigalupi (2021)
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How hot is the Universe?



Taking the temperature of hot gas in the 
Universe over the last 8 billion years

Credit: Dylan Nelson, Illustris Collaboration

Data

Simulation
- Chiang, Makiya, Ménard, EK, ApJ, 902, 56 (2020) 
- Chiang, Makiya, EK,. Ménard, ApJ, 910, 32 (2021) 
- Young, EK, Dolag, PRD, 104, 083538 (2021)
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The cosmic energy inventory
Fukugita & Peebles (2004)

• We know the mean total mass density of the Universe: Ωm ~ 0.3.


• We also know the mean baryonic mass density of the Universe: ΩB ~ 0.05.


• We also have estimates for many other energy densities in the Universe:



Fukugita & Peebles (2004)
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Fukugita & Peebles (2004)

• But we did not know the mean thermal energy density of the Universe, Ωth


• Let’s measure this! 60



Q1: How hot is the large-scale 
structure of the Universe?

61

Create a full-sky map of the thermal 
Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect using the 

multi-frequency data!

Chiang, Makiya, Ménard, EK, ApJ, 902, 56 (2020)



Full-sky Electron Pressure Map
North Galactic Pole South Galactic Pole

Planck Collaboration
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The Limitation of the SZ data
The need for “Tomography”

• This map gives us all the hot electron pressure in projection.


• No redshift information. 


• We can overcome this limitation by cross-correlating the SZ map with the 
locations of galaxies with the known redshifts => the SZ tomography.
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The main result
The mean thermal energy density of the Universe!
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Chiang et al. (2020)

2 million K today; the 3-fold 
increase over the last 8 billion years



Q2: Where did the thermal 
energy come from?

65

Chiang, Makiya, EK, Ménard, ApJ, 910, 32 (2021)



Of course you know the answer.
Open any textbook! 

• You can find a statement like, “As the large-scale structure forms and the 
matter density fluctuation collapses, the gravitational energy is converted into 
the thermal energy via a shock.” 


• Yes, of course this picture is correct. However, how much do we know 
about this energy conversion quantitatively? 


• To my knowledge, no quantitative assessment of this statement has been 
made before.


• Our approach: We have measured Ωth. We can calculate Ωgrav using theory of 
the structure formation. Let’s compare the two and see if they make sense.
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• The ensemble average is given by the density-potential cross power spectrum:

67

Section 9 of Peebles’s Book in 1980

The “W”: Gravitational potential energy per unit mass

With the Poisson equation: 



68

Section 9 of Peebles’s Book in 1980

The “W”: Gravitational potential energy per unit mass

This is the exact formula for W (in the Newtonian limit).



The Energy Balance in the Large-scale Structure

69

Chiang et al. (2021)

The energy density  
parameter for W:

The halo contribution:

Pressure available  
for baryons

The total gravitational energy density 

The gravitational energy density in halos

The kinetic energy available for baryonic pressure



Conclusion from the second part
The energy balance does work, but where is the rest of the K.E.?
• We can now make the following statement:


• The measured thermal energy density accounts for ~80% of the 
gravitational potential energy available for kinetic energy of collapsed 
baryons.


• This is the first quantitative assessment of the textbook statement on 
gravitational -> thermal energy conversion in the large-scale structure 
formation (using the observational data).


• What is the rest (~20%)? => Non-thermal pressure due to the mass 
accretion! [Shi and EK (2014); Shi et al. (2015; 2016)]


• There is a lot more (x3) kinetic energy available in the LSS beyond collapsed 
baryons. Where/how can we find it?  Kinetic SZ effect? 
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Q3: Is this good for anything?

71

Is this just beautiful physics, or actually useful for anyone?

Young, EK, Dolag, PRD, 104, 038538 (2021)



“Thermometer” test of your hydro simulation

72

Measurement from 
the Magneticum Simulation 

Young, EK, Dolag, PRD, 104, 038538 (2021)

• How hot is your favourite hydro simulation? 

• It is possible that all of the current generation 
of hydro simulations pass this test; in that case 
this test is too easy to be useful :)

Sam Young



HETDEX has arrived.



HETDEX: On the origin of 
extended Lyα halos

Data
Simulation

- Byrohl, et al., MNRAS, 506, 5129 (2021) 
- Niemeyer, EK, Byrohl, et al., ApJ, 929, 90 (2022) 
- Niemeyer, et al., ApJ Letters, 934, L26 (2022)
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Large-scale structure survey with HETDEX
Simple: We tile the sky with lots of pointings with no-preselection

• As of June 2022:  

• 271K IFU observations 
x 448 fibers/IFU x 3 
dithers = 364M spectra 

• Goal: 468K IFUs and 
629M spectra. Big data!

“Spring Field” 
~390 deg2

~150 deg2

“Fall Field” 



We take spectra of a lot of objects without pre-selection



Stacking analysis of (a subset of) LAEs

• Clear detection of very extended 
Lyman-alpha emission out to 160 kpc!

Maja Lujan Niemeyer, EK, et al. (2022)

HETDEX is ideal for this type of analysis

In the end we expect to detect one million LAEs! 78



The main origin of extended Lyman-alpha halo? 
• The answer depends on radii from the central galaxy!

Physical distance in kpc from the center of stacked galaxies

Maja Lujan Niemeyer 
Chris Byrohl


(Former PhD student;

Postdoc@Heidelberg)

Central galaxy  
contribution (sim)

“other galaxy” 
contribution (sim)

Ly
α

Maja Lujan Niemeyer, EK, et al. (2022)

Idea Data



A Proof?

Physical distance in kpc from the center of stacked galaxies

[OIII]- 
selected

LAE

10 100 1000

LAEs and [OIII]-selected 
galaxies have very different 

Lyman-alpha brightness near 
the center, but the same level 

of the Lyman-alpha 
brightness in the outer parts. 

Ly
α

Idea Data



Resolving the Hubble Tension 
with Early Dark Energy

- Herold, Ferreira, EK, ApJ Letters, 929, L16 (2022) 
- Herold, Ferreira, submitted to PRL, arXiv:2210.16296

Laura Herold Elisa Ferreira

Idea Data
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Long story short…
Laura and Elisa have settled the debate in the community.

•Yes, Early Dark Energy can resolve the Hubble tension.

Herold, Ferreira, EK (2022); Herold, Ferreira (2022)

The standard Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) 

analysis suffers from the 
effect known as “prior 

volume effect”.
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Long story short…
Laura and Elisa have settled the debate in the community.

•Yes, Early Dark Energy can resolve the Hubble tension.

Herold, Ferreira, EK (2022); Herold, Ferreira (2022)

The standard Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) 

analysis suffers from the 
effect known as “prior 

volume effect”.

The “profile likelihood” 
analysis avoids the volume 

effect in MCMC.
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Vision: Summary
Let’s find new physics!

• Over the next decade, I wish to make significant contributions to the 
search for new physics.


• Discovery of new parity-violating physics


• Discovery of (parity-violating) primordial gravitational waves


• Rule out ΛCDM!


• Cosmological tension is already a hint?


• Determination of the neutrino mass


• “Doing whatever we find interesting at the time” has been effective, 
which was made possible by stable funding of the Max Planck Society.
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Back up slides



The past measurements
The quoted uncertainties are all statistical only (68%CL)
• α+β = –6.0 ± 4.0 deg (Feng et al. 2006)


• α+β = –1.1 ± 1.4 deg (WMAP Collaboration, Komatsu et al. 2009; 2011)


• α+β = 0.55 ± 0.82 deg (QUaD Collaboration, Wu et al. 2009)


• …


• α+β = 0.31 ± 0.05 deg (Planck Collaboration 2016)


• α+β = –0.61 ± 0.22 deg (POLARBEAR Collaboration 2020)


• α+β = 0.63 ± 0.04 deg (SPT Collaboration, Bianchini et al. 2020)


• α+β = 0.12 ± 0.06 deg (ACT Collaboration, Namikawa et al. 2020)


• α+β = 0.07 ± 0.09 deg (ACT Collaboration, Choi et al. 2020)
87

first measurement 

}Why not yet 
discovered?



The past measurements
Now including the estimated systematic errors on α
• β = –6.0 ± 4.0 ± ?? deg (Feng et al. 2006)


• β = –1.1 ± 1.4 ± 1.5 deg (WMAP Collaboration, Komatsu et al. 2009; 2011)


• β = 0.55 ± 0.82 ± 0.5 deg (QUaD Collaboration, Wu et al. 2009)


• …


• β = 0.31 ± 0.05 ± 0.28 deg (Planck Collaboration 2016)


• β = –0.61 ± 0.22 ± ?? deg (POLARBEAR Collaboration 2020)


• β = 0.63 ± 0.04 ± ?? deg (SPT Collaboration, Bianchini et al. 2020)


• β = 0.12 ± 0.06 ± ?? deg (ACT Collaboration, Namikawa et al. 2020)


• β = 0.07 ± 0.09 ± ?? deg (ACT Collaboration, Choi et al. 2020)
88

Uncertainty in 
the calibration 
of α has been 

the major 
limitation



• We focus on the clustering signal at large scales (the so-called “2-halo term” of 
clustering). 


• Ignore non-linear clustering inside dark matter halos, but focus only on 
clustering between distinct halos.


• In this limit, we can write Pe = <Pe>(1+byδmatter) and ngal = <ngal>(1+bgalδmatter). 
Thus, the cross-correlation yields 

The basic methodology: A heuristic description
Vikram, Lids & Jain (2017)

89

What we measure from  
the cross-correlation

The first key deliverable

What we want in the end

Measured from the auto galaxy correlation From the ΛCDM model
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How the measurements look
To show that we are in the “linear” regime

• The data within the grey band are used for the analysis, where the ratio is a 
constant, justifying the extraction of the single constant amplitude in each z bin.
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